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Surveillance has become inconspicuous. People are increasingly exposed to it, but simultaneously almost anyone can participate in the production of surveillance. As of surveillance has become dispersed, decentralized and overlapping, it also extend beyond the control of formal organizations. People are no longer simply targeted by surveillance, but resist or play with surveillance. They are fascinated by surveillance dynamics that extend beyond issues of social control. The multiplication of surveillant agents has accentuated the point that surveillance is not necessarily restricting and repressive. Foucauldian ‘internalisation of discipline’ is replaced with – or at least accompanied by – creative empowering ways of being un-disciplined. Amateur uses of surveillance range from random witnessing to organized forms of political resistance. People also willingly subject themselves to a camera’s gaze, turning surveillance into spectacle. Further, people conduct monitoring by using surveillance equipment in game-like settings. Surveillance has many different game-like functions yet to be discovered.
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